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Buried is a playable, interactive story told through stunning photos, a haunting soundscape, and gripping text. You play the role
of Roger Hastings, a logger workin 5d3b920ae0
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Great if you like reading reading and then some reading! Myself i like to play games. Would i reccomend this? No id rather
watch my close family been mauled to death by a pair of bengal tigers whilst listening to tom jones greatest hits.. Love the
concept.. It took the Steam Awards for me to think back upon my experience with Buried. I chose to nominate it for the
"Choices Matter" award, for this is truly the most brutally honest "Choose Your Own Adventure" I've played in a long time,
beating out many of the more interactive games I've played over the year. The story is intriguing, often times down-right spine-
chilling, and always pulling you to take one more step into the unknown. If you have the slightest interest in the interactive
fiction genre, give this one a try.. From start to finish I was on the edge of my seat reading this XD You know a story is epic
when you feel like your with the characters, form a bond with them and feel like your going through what they are.. I'm usually
not one for playing Novella type games as I'd rather read a book, but this game is simpluy amazing and it developed far more
than I ever thought it would, the storyline is compelling and I reccomend anyone who likes a good story to give this game a
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chance!. Your choices have zero to no effect on the plot. And the tiny effects that they do have, are so tiny that they only effect
the next 5 min of the story. The plot is pre-set, your choices wont have any major effect. Also the end is dull and lacking, its
like "you chose to "something"" -The End basically the end is like you reach the end of a book, and end up finding out that there
is a second part to it, that you dont have and cant buy as it was never released.. A very well-spent three dollars. A fantastic story,
a wonderful work of interactive fiction, compelling characters, and masterfully written horror that evokes Lovecraft. I won't
spoil the many possible endings, but I was very satisfied with how it ended. Highly, highly recommended.. I'm not a reading
type. this kept my attention for a straight 4 hours. Played it all the way through the first time. Not the genre I was expecting, but
still good.
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